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Incendo Announces Filming of Run To Me

Montreal, November 6th, 2015 –Principal photography has begun on RUN TO ME, starring actress
Claire Forlani (NCIS: Los Angeles, CSI: New York, Camelot, Meet Joe Black). Being shot in Montreal, the
movie also co-stars Canadian actors, Michelle Nolden (The Time Traveler’s Wife; Haunter; Saving Hope)
and Mike Shara (Murdoch Mysteries: Nightmare on Queen Street; Aldrich Ames: Traitor Within). The
film is being directed by award-winning filmmaker, Philippe Gagnon (Amber Alert; First Response) who
has also directed The Good Sister, which earned the prestigious Golden Bird Prize for Best TV Movie
and Best Screenwriter at 2015 Seoul Drama Awards
RUN TO ME - Alison Wynn is an amateur triathlete who convinces Dr. Laura Stevens, a controversial
peak-performance trainer, to take her on as a client. Together they embark on a rigorous program
combining cutting-edge physical training with experimental hypnotherapy in an effort to render Alison
more competitive. Pushed to her limits and forced to explore the painful repressed memories of her
mother’s suicide, Dr. Stevens’ punishing regimen helps Alison post impressive gains and break through
her own glass ceiling; but at what cost? Alison’s work and family life with her husband and daughter
suffer but no sacrifice seems too great to satisfy Laura’s escalating demands. In fact Laura will do
whatever it takes to have Alison all to herself. As Alison runs directly into Laura’s sinister psychological
trap, it’s up to Alison’s daughter to help her mother see through the deception before they lose her
forever…
RUN TO ME is produced with the participation of Bell Media. Messrs. Jean Bureau and Ian Whitehead
will produce the film for Incendo; Executive Producer is Mr. Jean Bureau.
About Incendo
Incendo is a Canadian company that specializes in the production and international distribution of high
quality television programming for the worldwide marketplace. Since its inception in 2001, the
company has produced compelling movies, television series as well as documentaries that have been
sold throughout the world. Through its joint venture with Twentieth Century Fox International
Television (Fox/Incendo), Incendo is the leading television distribution company in Canada and also
handles theatrical distribution in Québec for Paramount. For more information, visit www.incendo.ca.
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